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On the Bahadur Representation of Sample Quantiles 
in Some Stationary Multivariate Autoregressive Processes* 
KALYAN DUTTA AND PRANAB KUMAR SEN 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
It is shown here that Bahadur’s [Ann. Math. Statist. (1966) 37, 577-5801 
almost sure (a.s.) asymptotic representation of a sample quantile for independent 
and identically distributed random variables holds under certain regularity con- 
ditions for a general class of stationary multivariate autoregressive processes. 
This yields the asymptotic (multi-) normality of the standardized forms of 
quantiles in autoregressive processes. Other useful applications will be con- 
sidered in a subsequent paper. 
1. INTR~DUI~TI~N 
In the present paper, we are concerned with the limiting properties of sample 
quantiles in a general class of stationary multivariate autoregressive processes 
where there is dependence among the successive observations. The standard 
technique of deriving the asymptotic distribution of a sample quantile for 
independent and identically distributed random variables (iidrv) [cf. Cramer 
(1946, p. 367-369)] usually encounters considerable difficulties in the multi- 
variate case or in the case of dependent random variables. An alternative simple 
approach is as follows. Let X,,, be the r-th order statistic of a sample Xi ,..., X, 
of size n from a distribution F(x). We let Y N np (0 < p < 1) as n ---f cc and 
denote by 5, the p-quantile of F. Then, on letting c(u) to be 1 or 0 according as 
u> or <O, we have for every fixed u, 
&JCL,, < k, + n-l% 
.-ljz i (~(6, + n-1/2u - Xi) - F(&, + n-144)) 
i=l 
> l/ii ($ - F(t, + n--l/‘,,)/, (1.1) 
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and hence, the asymptotic normality can be obtained by using an appropriate 
form of a central limit theorem applicable to the double sequence of random 
variables (~(4, + n-li2u - X,), i = l,..., n}, n > 1. This approach sounds 
applicable for multivariate as well as dependent random variables. However, 
in refined statistical analysis, we are not merely satisfied with this weak con- 
vergence of sample quantiles. For iidrv’s, Bahadur (1966) has considered an 
elegant asymptotic almost sure (a.s.) representation of a sample quantile, which 
is further extended to the case of m-dependent processes by Sen (1968). An 
important byproduct of this a.s. representation is an elementary proof of the 
asymptotic normality of the standardized form of a sample quantile; the cases 
of several quantiles or of a linear function of quantiles also follow more easily 
from this representation. 
We derive an analogous representation for an m,-dependent process, where 
we let 711, - K log n, K being a positive number. Also, we show that insofar 
as the asymptotic behaviour of a sample quantile is concerned, a stationary 
autoregressive process may as well be replaced by a suitable m,-dependent 
process, with m, - K log n. Combining the above, our conclusions about 
the limiting behaviour of a sample quantile, including its asymptotic normality, 
follow readily. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
Consider a sequence {X, ; t = 0, f 1, f2,...} of 
where X, = (X,,, ,..., Xt,,)‘, 
k 
stochastic q( > I)-vectors, 
C A,Xt-, = Q, t = 0, &I,..., (2.1) 
7=0 
A, = ((Q))i,s=~....,q 9 r = O,..., K (21) are Q x 4 matrices of constants and 
the et (white noise) are iidrv having an absolutely continuous (q-variate) cumula- 
tive distribution function (cd!) F,( x ) , x E Rq, the q-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Using the shift operator E as ErXt,i = Xt+r,j , we may rewrite the set of 
equations in (2.1) as 
g .io a:Fk-%k,, = 5,j 9 j = l,..., q, for all t. (2.2) 
Again, if we write (when ~2’ # 0, otherwise take a lower degree polynomial) 
Wjt = $)(E - e$ ... (E - efi)), j, I = I,..., q, (2.3) 
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where eg’,..., eF/ are the roots of 
i ai;)Ek+ = 0, j, I = l,..., q, 
7=0 
(2.4) 
then (2.1) may be rewritten as 
wt-k = et Y where v = (h>>,.l=l,...., * (2.5) 
Our first assumption is that all the mod ] etjl’ (, r = l,..., k; j, 1 = l,..., q lie in 
the open interval (0, I), i.e., 
Under (2.6) and proceeding as in Whittle (1953), we have 
Xt = 5 B+t--l., 
s-=0 
for all t, (2.7) 
where B, = ((bji’)),,l,l ,,.., Q , r = 0, I,,.. are all q X q matrices of constant 
coefficients, where bill is a polynomial of degree r in the roots ey’, s = l,..., K, 
j, 1 = l,..., q. If the errors et have finite second moments, it can be shown 
(along the lines of Doob (1953, p. 503)) that 
for all j, 1, r, (2.8) 
where C and g are two positive constants. We shall see later that we do not 
require the existence of the second moments of et . Hence, we make (2.8) a part 
of our basic assumptions. For clarification of ideas, we touch briefly the univariate 
case where q = 1. Here g = k - 1. Thus, when K = 2 and the two roots e, 
and e2 are equal (to e), b(r) = (Y + 1) e+, while if e, # e, , / btr) 1 < (Y + l)(e*)7. 
In general, 1 b(r) 1 6 ( k+r-l)(e*)r < Crk-1(e*)7. Note that (2.8) insures that for 
every S > 0 
zo16j;)18< co forallj,1= l,..., q. 
Our third assumption is that 
(2.9 
E II Et It’ -=c ~0, for some 6 > 0 (need not be 21). (2.10) 
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In fact, when (2.10) holds for 6 = 2, and we denote by 
rh = Jq&&J, h = 0, l,..., (2.11) 
then the matrices & , A1 ,.,,, Ak in (2.1) satisfy the generalized Yule-Walker 
equations : 
for It = 0, l,..., K, (2.12) 
and the B, can then be expressed in terms of the elements As ,..., As. 
The marginal cdf of X,,, , the j-th component of X, , is denoted by F&), 
j = l,..., 4; by the assumed (absolute) continuity of F, all the F[jl are also 
(absolutely) continuous. Thus, there exists a unique vector 5, = ([‘,:i, ,..,, [a”,:,)’ 
(where 0 <p(j) < 1 for all j = l,..., Q), such that 
F~~(~~~,) - 0) < p”’ = %(l$n) < F&$, + 0) 3 , j = l,..., q. (2.13) 
5, is termed the vector of population (coordinate wise) p(i)-quantiles. 
For a finite time interval T,, = (t : 1 < t < n>, let (X1 ,+,., XJ correspond 
to the chance variables associated with the sample of size tl from the process in 
(2.1). The ordered random variables on the j-th variate are denoted by 
x;; < . . . < Xfrjln ; by the assumed continuity of F (and hence of F&, ties 
am&g the observations can be neglected, with probability one, for all j = I,..., Q. 
The sample p-quantile Z, = (ZF’,..., Zl) is then defined by 
2:’ = x$$, , where pi = [np” ] + 1 9 j = l,.,., 4, (2.14) 
and [s] is the largest integer contained in s. We are primarily interested in the 
asymptotic behaviour of #(Z, - 5,). For this, we introduce the following 
notations: 
Let c(u) be equal to 0 or 1 according as u< or 20. Then, for the j-th variate, 
the empirical cdf is defined by 
F,&) = n-l t c(x - Xi,J, --oo<x<co, j = I,..., q. (2.15) 
i=l 
We denote the dispersion matrix of &s[F,&$) - p(l),..., $‘,(fzA,) - p(q)] 
by v, = ((Y,~~‘))~,~’ = I,..., q. By our assumptions, made earlier, 
l$- v, = v exists and is positive definite (p.d.) finite. (2.16) 
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Also, we denote by 
Other notations will be introduced as and when necessary. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
As in Bahadur (1966) we let 
If) = {x : $j, - a, < x < @j, + a,}, j = l,..., q, 
where 
a, N n-1/2 log n as n* co. 
Then, the main theorems of the paper are the following: 
(3-l) 
(3-2) 
THEOREM 3.1. If in the nesghbourhood of [Y:j, , ffil is finite, continuous and 
positive, then under (2.6), (2.8) and (2.10), os n --+ co, 
SUp(~[F,~(X) - FJffij,)] - [F[f(X) - p”‘]i : X E I$‘> = O(n-3’4 log I%), (3.3) 
with probability one. Further, ;ff Fj,( ) x is ours e in some neighbourhood of ($, , b d d 
then as n --f W, 
/ n”‘{[Zz) - @j,] f&.$$) + [F&5$,,) - P’~‘]}I = O(n-1’4 log n), (3.4) 
with probability one, for j = I,..., q. 
THEOREM 3.2. If F( x is absolutely continuous at 5, with finite, positive and ) 
continuous marginal densities in the nezghbourhood of 6, , and if (2.16) hold, then 
~@z~‘~[Z, - 5,1> - J-(0, T), (3.5) 
where T is defined by (2.18). 
For proving the theorems, we require certain basic results, which are con- 
sidered first. Let us define 
Y,,i = 2 Breier , R,,i = 5 Bei--7, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, (3.6) 
?-0 r=m,+1 
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where the B, are defined by (2.7) and where 
m,NKlogn as n-co; Sp*K = c > 8, (3.7) 
6 being defined by (2.10) and we write e* = exp(-p*), so that by (2.6), p* > 0. 
Let then 
FQX) = n-l i c(x - Y$), --co<x<oo, j = l,..., q, (3.8) 
i=l 
be the empirical cdf’s of the q components of the Y,,i. The true cdf of Y$ 
is denoted by 
P&](X) = P{Y(j). < x} n,z -.. 9 --oo<x<co, j = l,..., q. w 
The joint cdf of (X,,j, Xi+h,j,) is denoted by 
~[j,j’l&, r) = wG.j < x, &+h,j’ < $7 
and the joint cdf of (Y,$ , Y$‘&,) is denoted by 
(3.10) 
fjdi.d%Y) = w:)i < x, J$t!+h < Y>, j,j’ = l)..., q, h = 0, l,.... 
(3.11) 
LEMMA 3.3. Under (2.8) and (2.10), JOY every c,(O < cl < c), there exist 
two positive numbers c2 and cQ such that as n + co, 
P(I R(j! 1 > , czn-c1’8} < ca(log qg n 4-q) n2 , j = I,..., q, (3.12) 
with c as defined in (3.7). 
[Throughout the paper, we shall exclusively deal with S: 0 < S < 1, with 
a remark that for 6 > 1, the proofs become comparatively simpler and we can 
still work with some 6’ < 1.1 
Proof. By (2.8) and (3.6), 
= il E I Ei,s I’ 1 1 I bITs’ I81 
T>W$ 
= O([mn]sg(e*)8m*) = O((log n)“s ePogn), (3.13) 
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as m, N K log n, e* = e--p* and c = Kp*S. Hence, by the Markov inequality, 
P(1 R”‘. 1 3 ~~n-“‘~) = P{I R”. 1’ > 7z.l n.z , c,W’} 
< c,-8nc1E ( R$ \* = O(n-‘c-cl’(log a)““). (3.14) 
Q.E.D 
LEMMA 3.4. Under (2.8) and (2.10) for every c = Kp*6(>8), as n - co, 
sup{] F[,](X) - F&](X)1 : x E I,“‘} = o(n-“), j = I,..., q, (3.15) 
SUP {SUP[l Fb.i’lh(% Y) - Jk,j’l&, Y> : x E I?, Y EC”> 
h=l,...,m, 
= O(nP) for all j, j’ = l,..., Q, (3.16) 
where 0 < d < $c and d can be made greater than I by proper choice of K. 
Proof. By definition in (2.7) and (3.6), for all x EI~), 
lF,rjl(x) = P(Y$ < x) = P{X,,j < x + R$} 
< P{X, i < x + R(j). R < c nP1’6 n,z > Z!t 2 } + p{R”). > c -W n.r I 2n > 
< P{Xi,j < x + c2n.-cl’8} + P{R$ 3 c2n-e1’6} 
= 4& + czn -c1’6) + O(n-‘c-E1’(log n)O’), by Lemma 3.3 
= FL,](X) + O(n-c1’6) + o(n+), as c1 < Bc, (3.17) 
and as ftjl(x) is bounded in 1:‘. By assumption, 6 < 1, and hence, 
&‘nril(X> G %W + o(n-c1)9 vx E I$. (3.18) 
In a similar manner, it follows that as PI -+ 00, 
p&ix) 2 FQl(x) - Otnbcl), Yx E I:‘. (3.19) 
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Thus, (3.15) readily follows from (3.18) and (3.19), by letting d < cl. Again, 
note that for every h, 
Hence, (3.16) follows from (3.20) and (3.15). Q.E.D. 
Let now u = (ul ,..., up)’ be any vector such that Uj E If’, j = l,..., 4. Define 
then 
where 
vn*(U) = (<~n*jj’(U))>j,j’=l,...,~ 9 (3.21) 
lJcjj’(U) = ?Z COVar(F~j(Uj), Fzj’(Uj’)}, j,i’ = l,...) q. (3.22) 
Also, define v, and v as in Section 2 (2.17). Then, we have the following: 
LEMMA 3.5. Under (2.8) and (2.10), as n -+ 00, 
SUp,(V**(U) - V : Uj E It’, j = l,..., q) + oax*; (3.23) 
+ q.* .]h(p{ ) 3 J p, , aj: 5 ; ,) - ,(‘)p(j’)} , j,i’= l,..., 4, 
(3.24) 
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Proof. For h > m, = [K log n] + 1, note that 
where 
= P{X. ( ,$‘ji ) 2.3 L P3 ’ 
,!I) z+h,j’ < ,$‘$!) - .!2) P3 z+h.jth (3.25) 
Now, by definition Yj$j, is independent of X,,? , and further, proceeding as 
in (3.13), we have for all h > m, , 
E / Yj$i, 1’ = O(h”g(e*)6h), where 0 < e* < 1. (3.27) 
Hence, (3.25) is bounded above by 
P(X. < & ,!I) 2.3 -. p 1) , l+h,j’ < .f$, + Y!2) P t+h,j’ , Yj;;,j, < c2h1’2”g(e*) 1’26h) 
+ P{ Yj)h,i, 3 c2h*s’2(e*)6h’2} 
< P{X. < [‘jj 2.3 L p $) , Yj&~ < &j,, + c2hss’2(e*~‘2} 
+ P(Y&j, > c2hsg’2(e*)6h’2) 
= p(d[p(j’) + 0 h6!7/2(e*)6h/2)] + o(hSs/2(e*)6h/2), by (3.27) (3.28) 
In a similar way, it follows that for h 3 m, , 
Q. qh(p;.) 313 p> , aj: / (  )) > p’j’[ p(j’) - O(h”g’2(e*)““‘2)] + O(hSs’2(e*)6h’2). (3.29) 
Hence, 
= WA 6d2es*m,/2) = O(n-c/2(log 4&/2) 
-+Oasn-+ co, where c = K&*(>8). (3.30) 
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Thus, in the definition of v in (3.24), we may replace (for large n), the infinite 
sum (over h from 1 to co) by the sum over h from 1 to m, . Again, by (3.22), 
+ o(n-*(log n)“) (3.31) 
(3.23) then readily follows from (3.31) (3.24), Lemma 3.4 and (3.30). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let (Zi) be a sequence of m,-dependent binomial random variables, 
whereEZ,=p,i>l,andm,~Klognasn-+oo.Letthen 
n.* = [(n + m, + 1 - j)/(m, + l)], i = A..., m, , 3 n* = j=l?f5m,(nj*), 
and yn = c,*(n*)-1/2{(log n*) ~(1 - p)}‘/“. Then 
The proof follows along the same line as in Lemma 2.1 of Sen (1968), and 
hence, the details are omitted. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let pLni = rip(j) + o(n1/2 log n), 0 < p(j) < 1. 
f&c~~~t) > 0, q,;, Eq, j = 1 
Then, if 
,..., q, with probability ate, us n -+ co. 
The proof follows along the same line as in Lemma 2.4 of Sen (1968), and 
hence, is omitted. 
An outline of the proof of Theorem 3.1. In Lemma 3.4, by proper choice of K, 
we take d > 1. Thus, to prove (3.3), it suffices to prove that as n -+ 00, for 
everyj = I,..., q, 
sup{lF,,(x) - Fzj(x)\ : x EI:)} = O(n-3’4 log n), 
with probability one, and 
(3.33) 
SUP{/ ~c%4 - cx$?5d - E&) - &&L,)] 1 : x E I?‘, 
= O(n-3’4(log n)), with probability one. (3.34) 
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To prove (3.33) we consider a sequence (b,) of positive integers such that 
b3 N nr14 as n -+ co. Let us then write #k = [gjjj + ran/b% (where a, is 
defined by (3.2)), for r = 0, fl,..., &,b, , and let 1x1, be the interval (7~:;) ~$‘r,,), 
r = -b n ,..., 6, - 1. Since both F,,j and F,*j are nondecreasing, we have for all 
xE1;1’),) 
This leads, after some simplifications, to 
(3.36) 
Let us now denote by G,,[,l(x) = P{J Rz!i ) < x}, 0 < x < co. Then, 
?$‘n < Y$ < 7& + x} dGnljl(x) + P(j R@‘. j > c a+} n.2 1 2 
= o(?Pq + o(n-c’), Lemma 3.3, (3.37) 
where 0 < S < 1. We now choose a 6’ : l/3 < 6’ < 314 and K such that 
c = 6p*K > 8, so that in Lemma 3.3, we may take cr > 4. This implies that 
cg > 413 * C n-~l~‘+r/~ < co. Also, cr(1 - S’) > 1. Thus, by using the 
Chebychev inequality and (3.37), we obtain that as rr -+ co, 
P{I F&$),) - F&E)n)/ > (K,n-‘1)‘-“) < K$z-~‘~‘, (3.38) 
for all r = 0, -&l,..., &b, . Hence, by the Bonferroni inequality, as rr ---f CO, 
P{,ymz, 1 F,&j~$ - F,*j($J > K,‘-*‘n-‘} < Kc$cl+‘, E > 0. (3.39) 
The last equation implies that, as 7~ + co, 
max 
Irle, 
IF lt3 (i) (9 r.n ) - F*.(T~’ )[ a> .I* = O(n-‘) , with probability one. (3.40) 
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Now, for every j( =l,..., q), {Yi,$ , i = 1, 2 ,... } forms an m,-dependent process. 
Hence, using our Lemma 3.6 and then proceeding on the same line as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 of Sen (1968), with his m being replaced by our m, , it 
follows, on using the finiteness and positiveness of ftil(x) for x E It’, that as 
71 + 00, 
--b,!$& I mrl%.n) - c+zn)l = oP* 1% n), (3.41) 
with probability one. Then, (3.33) follows from (3.36), (3.40) and (3.41). Again, 
the proof of (3.34) follows on the same line as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of 
Sen (1968) along with our Lemma 3.6, and hence, the details are omitted. This 
completes the proof of (3.3). Finally, (3.4) readily follows from (3.3) by using 
Lemma 3.6, the assumed condition onfijI and the second mean value theorem 
on [FI~J(Z~‘) - F~j~(E~~~~>]. H ence the proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2. By virtue of (3.3) Lemma 3.7, (3.33) and (3.34), 
asn+ co, 
2/;1 i{~~~~(Zff)) -p(j)} +{Fz#$) -p(j)]}1 % 0, j = l,..., q. (3.42) 
This implies that 
and 
[fP2(F (5 zj 6) p(1) ) - p(j)} j = 1 , ,*a*, q] 
have the same limiting distribution, if they have one at all. Now, by (3.8), F$ 
involves an average over zero-one valued m,-dependent random variables, on 
which a direct multivariate extension of the Hoeffding-Robbins (1948) central 
limit theorem for m-dependent processes (with a straightforward extension for 
an m,-dependent process with m, N K log n) or a multivariate extension of the 
central limit theorem for strongly mixing processes by Rosenblatt (1956) yields 
that [rW(F$(&,) -p(j)}, j = l,..., q] h as asymptotically, a multinormal 
distribution with mean 0 and dispersion matrix vX(&,), defined by (3.21) and 
(3.22). The rest of the proof follows trivially by use of Lemma 3.5 along with 
(3.42) and (2.18). Q.E.D. 
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